
 
 
  

Innovative, unique and complete party 
concept: Beatsclassics 
 
 
VERNIEUWEND, UNIEK EN COMPLEET PARTY-CONCEPT: BEATSCLASSICS 

The tip of the top en the cream of the crop of ultimate 
music experience has combined its strengths in a new 
three-dimensional and multi-sensual live concept: 
Beatsclassics. With the best dance tracks and dancefloor 
classics, mixed on the spot by deejays, topped with a rich 
sauce of live percussion, vocals, saxophones and keys, 
dance and visuals, Beatsclassics is one of a kind and 
stands for an experience that takes you to the next level. 
 
 The beat is on 
On the stage the band literally revives the best famous dance hits with vocals, 
saxophones, keys and percussion. Classics are transformed into pumping, 
grooving, live performed floor fillers. Samples of dance hits are being mixed 
and pimped live by deejays, while veejays add some extra visual dimensions 
to each track. 
This makes Beatsclassics the ultimate mix of live music, vinyl, visuals and 
electronics, served to you by a stage act that provides the complete go-wild 
experience, and that spoils your senses to the max. 
 
 New & improved 

Since the arrival of the music video, the mix of visuals and music is ever present in the modern party scene. 
Beatsclassics is the first act that knows how to combine all these elements with live musicians. A new, refreshing 
impulse for the highly experienced and spoiled audience of today. Beatsclassics is a concept, a state of mind, a way of 
life that takes parties, festivals and events to the next level. Revolutionary and familiar, original and exciting, 
Beatsclassics has only one target: to rock! 
 

It’s the groove that makes you move 
Beatsclassics is an initiative by saxophone player and producer Carlo Banning. His extensive stage experience in bands, 
in festivals and events, in the theatre and in the club scene  combined with a conservatoire diploma, results in the joint 
venture of all musical and visual powers in this super project. The creation of a perfect and complete party experience is 
the starting point. Beatsclassics distills the best from different disciplines and merges this into a flowing, grooving and 
overwhelming experience, in which performance, music, actuality, creativity, the hottest tracks and dancefloor classics 
are key elements. 
 

Possibilities and bookings 
The  basic line up of Beatsclassics consists of five people (vocals, saxophone/vocals/percussion, percussion/vocals, 
keys/percussion and deejay/veejay). It is also possible to extend the basic line up of the band with extra musicians 
and/or dancers. Beatsclassics can be booked for parties, events and festivals as a 90 minute act or in another form to be 
determined. A full evenings programme with an extra deejay or another supplementary act is also a possibility, as is the 
addition of an extra veejay, with whom live video recordings from the audience can be mixed into the visuals. 
Please contact us for more information, possibilities, reservations, bookings and prices.  
 

Contact: 
info@beatsclassics.com 
CBS Music&Management 
Carlo Banning:  
tel:+31(0)20-6154741 
mob:+31(0)6-27163835 
www.beatsclassics.com 
 
   

   
www.BeatsClassics.nl    
[naam contact + adres] 
info@BeatsClassics.com 



 


